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1. Public information
Sizes and measurements for Portuguese population according to EN 13402-3 standard
Different groups are considered:
• Group 1 or general age group, corresponding to
Portuguese female or male population with 18 years
and older.
For this group, is "free" and is available on the project
website:
• The analysis of the average values of some
measuring points of the EN 13402-3.
• The analysis of the “Most popular sizes (SIZES) of
some tables of the EN 13402-3.
•

Other groups:
The analysis is performed according to companies
needs: age groups and measuring points - under
budget.

Main sections:
• "Description of measurements (MEASUREMENTS)“
• "Charts Size (CHARTS)"

The analysis of the “most popular” sizes
for Portuguese population

2. Size target groups
What percentage of people is covered by my company size charts? Can it be optimized?
An efficient inventory management and calculation manufacturing time need an accurate
forecast of units per size.

Garment: Blouse - Women
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Before placing a new collection into the
market, it is important to know the
market share that the company reaches
by its definition of sizes.
Optimizing these figures will prevent the
return of units and the rush to replenish
stocks that have not been planned right
from the beginning.

3. Variability of secondary measurements
Which is the variability of secondary measurement along my size charts?
Optimal fit is only possible for people who fits into the
ideal for an specific size and this is a real privilege.

So, most people are away from this
ideal, so personalized changes in the
shop are needed and can be use to
fit more people.

However, those changes should be reduced by optimizing size charts. CITEVE can
analyse secondary measurements so the garments could be adapted easily.

4. Anthropometric measurements for specific target groups
Do you want to know specific measurements or measurements for specific target groups?

CITEVE can provide key measurement for an optimal fitting.

5. Anthropometric measurements
Are my size tables fitting my target population?
Distinct target groups can have measures different from the
general population.
Using the latest portable technology, a Body Scanner that works by
infrared sensors, CITEVE provides a range of key services and
competences for the garment development optimization.

The Body Scanner, 3D scanning technology, has the
following main features:
- Portable.
- Fast - Each reading takes 7 seconds and allows the
capture of about 400 measures, automatically.
- Provides the analysis of the data obtained in 2D
and 3D.

www.sizing-sudoe.eu

